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BA prepared a long term Opportunity Preparation Plan to help a major
networking manufacturer organize for the roll out of LTE in Turkey
Client Background
The client is a leading networking equipment manufacturer and solutions provider. The client’s portfolio of products and services is
focused upon three market segments; ‘Enterprise and Service Provider’, ‘Small Business’ and ‘Home’
 The client wanted to prepare for the roll out of LTE in Turkey, which was expected to happen within 3–4 years. Challenges facing the
client included the lack of clearly defined national policy environment, a market dominated by deeply entrenched competitors, and
uncertainty regarding how the market could evolve


Key Highlights


BA conducted a multi-phased approach to evaluate various dimensions along which the client had to prepare for the roll out of LTE.
The first phase involved understanding the current telecom landscape in Turkey, identifying the key influencers and ascertaining their
intentions. Next, BA studied the roll out of LTE across various countries and created a framework to understand how LTE might
roll out in Turkey. Based on these findings, BA helped the client devise an action plan to prepare for likely outcomes and shape the
market to its advantage
 As a result of BA’s work, the client had a clear understanding on how to prepare for the LTE opportunity in Turkey, as well as what
investments would be required to shape the market and opportunity to its advantage

Key Business Questions
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What is the current state of the telecom
market and who are the key influencers
affecting the roll out of LTE?
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What are the various market
scenarios that can evolve for
LTE, and which scenario is
most likely in Turkey?

1

What can the client do to:
(a) Prepare for likely market
scenarios and;
(b) Shape the outcomes to
its advantage?

BA used a two-filter approach consisting of eight discrete parameters
to qualify each transformational opportunity and prioritize them
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BA also studied the regulatory and policy
frameworks in place to understand how
the government’s intentions could affect
the current market dynamics
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BA analyzed the key players in
the market in order to acquire a
comprehensive view of the
market dynamics
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Through a series of sessions, BA assessed the client’s organizational
readiness to invest in, pursue and realize each opportunity
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BA then determined the most likely
scenarios in Turkey (that the client
should be best prepared for), and
also the scenario which would suit
the client’s interests best
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Based on client discussions and in-house
expertise, BA then identified a set of
targeted action items and decision points to
help the client prepare for the roll out of LTE
and promote its favored scenario
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BA mapped the client’s
readiness for the likely scenarios
against five vital parameters to
determine where focused
investments needed to be made
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For more information, please contact us at:
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